Abstract
Introduction
The conformal Weyl gravity has a long history. Initially it was introduced as an attempt of generalizing Einstein gravity to obtain a common description for the unified theory of gravityq electromagnetism, w x see Ref. 1 . That attempt was unsuccessful; however, now this theory attracts much attention of w x gravity researchers, see Ref. 2 w x vacuum has been investigated by Schimming 4 and w x from another point of view already in Ref. 5 . In this Letter we want to demonstrate an unexpected property of this theory of gravity as a classical confine-Ž . Ž . ment for U 1 and SU 2 gauge fields.
What is a confinement in quantum chromodynam-Ž . ics QCD ? There is an assumption that the force lines of the color-electric field between quark and antiquark are confined to a flux tube stretched between these particles. This object is a true quantum phenomenon. The difficulty to explain this tube is Ž . that the SU 3 nonabelian gauge field is a strongly nonlinear field, and we cannot use the Feynman diagram technique. w x In Ref. 6 it was shown that in QCD a quantity G can be introduced which looks similar to a Ž . on the SU 3 group. On the basis of this similarity an effective gravitational Lagrangian can be examined g
where a , b, g and k are some constants. This analogy of gravity and QCD was denoted by Salam as w x ''strong gravity'' 7 and had been investigated in Ž w x. many papers see, for example Refs. 8, 9 .
In the present Letter we will show that the spherically symmetric solutions in Weyl gravity may in some sense simulate the properties of the classical confinement mechanism. In this sense Weyl gravity has a connection with the ''strong gravity'' disw x cussed by Mielke in Refs. 10,11 . He mentioned the fact that if the ''strong gravity'' hypothesis is tentatively adopted, the instanton solutions may become important for the confinement problem. 
where g s g ra 2 . The hypersurface t s const.
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for this metric is R = S 2 , i.e. a tube with the constant cross section as the S 2 sphere. Ž . Now we repeat a 2 q 2 -decomposition techw x nique, following Ref. 2 . To this end, let the 4D metric be
We make the following ansatz:
Ž .
where ds 2 and dt 2 are both 2-dimensional. The first of the metrics is
The other 2-dimensional metric is
ab where g depends on the x a only, has curvature ab Ž . 2 scalar Y and signature.
The Lagrangian for the conformal Weyl gravity interacting with the gauge field is:
where C is the conformally invariant Weyl tensor,
F is the tensor of field strength for the gauge lm potential and we keep both possible signs of k. The Bach equations are:
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Ž . Ž . It can be shown that for our ansatz Eqs. 5 , 7 and Ž . 8
It is interesting to see that similar equations can also occur in the quadratic Poincare gauge gravity iǹ 2 Here we only need the case dt 2 s dV 2 , i.e. Y s 2. Ž . X with x g y`,q`and we rename t ™t. This metric is conformally equivalent to
which represents the cartesian product of a flat and a Ž non-flat 2-space of constant curvature. For ease of comparison we mention the following result from w x 2 : The cartesian product of two 2-spaces of constant curvature solves the Bach equation if and only
Because of the conformal invariance of the Weyl-Maxwell theory we can work in this paragraph Ž . with this metric 21 . We already mentioned that this is a tube and now we can say that this tube is filled by an electric field E s F s q, F s F s 0. Now we wish to obtain this solution including a Ž . magnetic field and using the 2 q 2 -decomposition Ž . technique. One can see that ansatz 17 can be generalized by introducing the monopole, where Q is the magnetic charge, F s Q, F s F s 0: 23 
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Ž . The Bach-Maxwell equation for metric 21 is:
where X s 0 and Y s 2 for the unit S 2 -sphere. Note: As one knows, a Lorentz boost in the x-t-plane mixes electric and magnetic fields, but the term Q 22 remains invariant. The Maxwell equations give us:
Ž . k Qs . 2 5 Ž .
Ž . 3 The electric and magnetic fields are:
Ž . 
H x
This is analogous to the Levi-Civita-Robertsonw x Bertotti solution in Einstein gravity 14-16 . 3 Remember that we use a dimensionless coordinate system. The constant flux of the magnetic field says us Ž . that we have two " magnetic charges located at Ž .
Ž . " or . spatial infinity. In such a case it is 2 Ž interesting that another type of R gravity metric-. affine gravity has a solitonic solution which can be w x mapped 19 on the Gross-Perry-Sorkin monopole solution in the 5D vacuum Kaluza-Klein gravity w x 20,21 . This solitonic solution has the same 4D spacetime metric as the Gross-Perry-Sorkin monopole solution but does not have the magneticrelectric fields, instead of them it has the nonmetricity and torsion fields. This mapping indicates that in the metric-affine geometry some fields are similar to the ordinary electromagnetic field.
Ž
Ž . Ž .
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As well as this we have the tube but without any gauge fields.
Finally, we would like to pay attention to an Ž . Ž . Ž . exceptional simplicity of Eqs. 21 , 26 , 27 solution with the constant electric, magnetic fields and metric components. Ž .
The Yang-Mills equations for the metric
are:
here Õ is the some constant. Of course, the consis-0 Ž . Ž . tency between Eqs. 48 and 49 restricts the possible range of parameters in an obvious way. so that only the s 3 direction in isospin space is non-zero. The calculation of the magnetic and elec-Ž . tric fields is now the same as for the U 1 case since the 'Abelian' gauge transformation given by Eqs. Ž . Ž . 51 -52 brings us to a gauge where the non-Abelian fields take on an Abelian form.
Physical discussion
Ž . This means that in the SU 2 flux tube solution Ž . the dynamical symmetry breakdown from the SU 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .
gauge group to the U 1 gauge group: SU 2 ™U 1 is realized. Note: The same arguments apply also to Ž . Ž . the case that we replace SU 2 by SU n for any n ) 2.
Another remarkable peculiarity for both these solutions is that they are the flux tubes with the Ž . Ž . constant flux of color electric andror color magnetic fields across the cross section S 2 of the spacelike hypersurface t s const.
We would like to compare this gravitational flux Ž . tube GFT with the flux tube in QCD. In QCD there Ž . is an assumption that the force lines of the SU 3 gauge field between a quark-antiquark pair are confined into a tube as a result of the strong interaction of the nonabelian chromodynamic field.
We want to underline the analogy of this construction both in QCD and in Weyl conformal gravity. Of course this is not an exact correspondence as the GFT represents the whole spacetime, but the flux tube in QCD exists in some external space. It is surprising in general that there is some kind of correlation between the objects in classical graÕity and in quantum nonabelian field theory. It has to be mentioned that now there is a AdS 5 = S 5 corresponw x dence 22-24 , but for this correspondence the existence of superspace is important. Moreover, some of w x Ž these ideas have been developed in Ref. 25 duality . between electric and magnetic charges , and on another research stream with dual strings in Refs. w x w x 26,27 , and for M theory in Ref. 28 .
Finally we want to extract the following physical peculiarities of the obtained flux tube solutions in conformal Weyl gravity:
Ø In Weyl gravity there exist GFT solutions.
Ž . Ø In SU 2 the GFT realizes the dynamical break-Ž . Ž .
down of gauge symmetry: SU 2 ™U 1 .
Ø Flux tube solutions in Weyl gravity can be interpreted as some indication that this gravity theory has a classical confinement mechanism in the following sense: two opposite electric andror magnetic charges carried at infinite distance form the infinite flux tube space filled by constant electric andror magnetic fields. We would like to underline that this confinement mechanism is a classical and not a quantum effect. Ø There is an analogy between some objects in classical graÕity and quantum nonabelian field theory. It is not yet clear whether this analogy is accidental or whether there exists some deeper connection between classical gravity and quantum nonabelian field theory.
